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COMMENT

Getting it right first time—implications from a survey of current
intra-ocular lens availability for cataract surgery across
the West of Scotland
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Most cataract surgeries are completed successfully with
planned in-the-bag intra-ocular lens (IOL) placement.
However, if surgery becomes complicated due to posterior
capsule rupture (PCR), additional surgical adjuncts, tech-
niques and other IOL options may be required (but only
useable if available at that point in time). PCR rates have
been quoted as occurring in every 50 cases (1.95%), so PCR
is a relatively uncommon but predictable situation, and the
frequency can be reduced by appropriate risk stratification
and case selection [1]. As NHS units are being encouraged
to increase the volume of surgical throughput by delivering
routine cataract surgery within 30 minutes of theatre time
per case, it follows that equipment levels to address
potential complications should equally increase to match
this demand [2]. In light of this, we wished to survey the
IOL options, power range and stock levels available to
surgeons on the day of surgery across NHS ophthalmic
theatre units in the West of Scotland, and identify policies
regarding consent and back up IOL options.

All ten theatre units responded to our survey in autumn
2019. All stocked one-piece IOLs with overall ranges from
−5 to +40 D (minimum quantity 0; maximum 20; mean 3;
median 3). The most commonly used IOLs (power +18
to +26.5 D) had an overall mean quantity of 8 (median 8)
across this sub-group. The more extreme IOL powers
beyond that range had variably limited availability (quan-
tity 0–5). Nine theatre units stocked 3-piece IOLs (range
+2 to +30 D; minimum quantity 0; maximum 5 (mean 2;
median 2)). At least one lens was present for the common
powers at these nine surgical units (+12 to +23.5 D).

Beyond this range, there was variably limited availability
(quantity 0–3). Six theatre units stocked anterior chamber
IOLs (+5 to +30 D; whole dioptre intervals; minimum
quantity 1; maximum 3 (mean 1; median 1)). Only
one theatre unit stocked iris clip IOLs (+10 to +25 D,
whole dioptre intervals; minimum quantity 2; maximum 2
(mean 2; median 2)) [See Table 1].

All ten theatre units had a policy to order an additional
back up IOL for special order IOLs (toric/multifocal/
extremes of range) which is consistent with NICE guide-
lines [3]. However, no surgical unit had a policy to order
an additional appropriately powered 3-piece IOL in case of
complications resulting in the requirement for sulcus pla-
cement in these potentially complex cases. No department
had any stated policy to leave such patients aphakic and
plan secondary IOL insertion and there was no clear
documentation of this circumstance being discussed as part
of the routine consent process.

Our survey reveals that NHS ophthalmic operating
theatres have arbitrary IOL stock levels, which are limited
in choice for extreme powers. We could not identify any
publications advising how to safely determine IOL stock
levels as a proportion of surgical activity, which is a con-
cern in the current climate of ‘lean surgical practice’.
Equipment stock levels appear to be based on previous
usage, on an ad-hoc ‘use and replace’ basis in conjunction
with the various IOL companies who manufacture and/or
distribute the IOLs. This could lead to sub-optimal man-
agement if an intra-operative complication is encountered, if
a 1-piece IOL cannot be placed in the bag, and there is no
appropriately powered back up IOL available. This situation
may become more frequent in the drive to make surgical
lists more productive through larger volumes and in loca-
tions with multiple concurrent theatre lists. Equipment
shortages could also be exacerbated at a time when NHS
operating theatres are increasingly and additionally being
utilised at the weekend by external cataract providers. NICE
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guidelines to prevent wrong IOL errors state there should be
‘only 1 intra-ocular lens in the theatre, that matches the
person’s selected lens type and prescription, that at least 1
additional identical intra-ocular lens is in stock, and that
alternative intra-ocular lenses are in stock in case the
selected lens needs to be changed if there are complications
during surgery’ [3]. Our survey results would suggest that
the potentially required alternative IOLs are not always
available, particularly at the extremes of IOL power range.

This survey also confirms the clinical impression that the
availability and power range of ACIOLs is diminishing, and
due to associated endothelial complications and the renewed
interest in scleral IOL fixation, may become obsolete [4, 5].
In light of this, we recommend that the potential for
deferred secondary IOL implantation should be included in
the consent process to address the aim of the NICE
recommendations. In addition, the necessary equipment
levels for IOLs and surgical adjuncts should be addressed
and maintained appropriately to ensure all cataract patients
experience the best possible outcomes through adherence to
the Get It Right First Time principles [2].
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Table 1 Table illustrating median stock levels of different intra-ocular lenses (IOLs) across ten ophthalmic units in the West of Scotland, showing
good availability of commonly used single-piece IOLs (15.0 to 26.5 D) and 3-piece IOL (10.0 to 27.5 D), but limited variability at the extremes,
and marked limitations of both range and quantity for Anterior Chamber IOLs (ACIOL) and iris clip IOLs. The density of shading reflects greater
availability of IOL stock.
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